
 
Special Statement on Staying 
Well— 
Spiritually, Mentally, and 
Emotionally 
From Pastor Frank 03.23.20 
 
As your pastor, I want to be sure to offer you 
not only spiritual teaching and encouragement during these extremely difficult days, but also emotional and 
mental support, too.  
 
Change, and we are experiencing so much of that, often causes us to react in ways that we would typically 
either closely control or avoid altogether when things are going along “as they always have.” 
 
Rapid change, and that is what is what we’re going through right now, tends to cause our reactions to be 
stronger and oftentimes more uncontrollable. For example, our fuses could be much shorter, meaning we react 
in anger more quickly when under normal circumstances we would have let it go. Watch out for increasing 
depression, an uptick in anxiety (fear), feelings of inadequacy, insecurity and an increase in frustration--all of 
which can cause us to say and do things we normally would not. This is also common in children, too.  
 
So, if you or someone in your family is struggling to deal with the change (or isolation), PLEASE text or call me 
with a simple “Could use a little help” statement, and I will “be there”—probably by video (or only audio) chat. 
 
No judgement here: We are all human and we NEED each other. So, if you feel the least bit on edge, 
make the call or send the text--day or night! 
 
We will get through this—by God’s grace and because of Jesus’ love and through the Spirit’s power. 
 
Here for you—LOVE you! 
Pastor Frank 
Pastor & Counselor 
609-412-7352 (Frank’s Cell) 
609-412-9268 (Kelly’s Cell - she will get messages to me) 
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